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Hes My Brother Shes My Sister - The House That Isnt Mine
Misc Unsigned Bands

Just in case anyone goes looking for a tab to this, here s a decent version I
wrote up..
I also guessed on the lyrics as they aren t anywhere on the net, they re
obviously
close. 

I believe the album version is played a step down from standard, in D which is 
what Rob normally tunes in. For most of the
chords, Rob alternates the root/bass note from the first to third. (i.e. With Em
he
basically is alternating Em and Em/B)

Feel free to submit any feedback.. I could be convinced that not all the A s are
A7 s
and am certainly not sure about the chorus as it s slightly hard to hear.

Enjoy!

Chords (He only seems to strum the high E during Em/B?)
Em: 02200x
B7: 02120x
C: 03201x
C/B: 02001x
A7: 00202x
Em/G: 320000
Em/F#: 220000

Em                       B7
feel the freezing on the hard wood
C              C/B              A7
wind is racing through the pines
Em                B7               Em  Em/G  A7
sitting in a house that isn t mine

Em                       B7
noise is creaking in the backyard
C              C/B             A7
dogs keep scratching at the door
Em                B7                     Em  Em/G  A7
im hearing sounds i ve never heard before

C             A7
Every time my eyes they wander
Em/G      Em/F#            Em
Eyes they look to the night
C             A7
Every time my mind it wonders



Em/G      Em/F#            Em
Mind is twisting my sight
A7
My sight
                       Em  Em/G  A7
My complexion is white

Em                        B7
Windows slamming near the roof tops
C              C/B              A7
Flickered lights are turning black
Em                B7                Em  Em/G  A7
I can t keep the shadows off my back

Em                        B7
And now I m staring through the window
C              C/B              A7
My heart is beating like a train
Em                B7                Em  Em/G  A7
Swaying shades make me feel insane

C             A7
Every time my eyes they wander
Em/G      Em/F#            Em
Eyes they look to the night
C             A7
Every time my mind it wonders
Em/G      Em/F#            Em
Mind is twisting my sight
A7
My sight
                       Em  Em/G  A7
My complexion is white
                       Em  Em/G  A7
My complexion is white
                       Em  Em/G  A7
My complexion is white
                       Em
My complexion is white


